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HAL G.
MOORE

BY BRIAN M. SOBEL

BATTLEFIELDLEADER

THE LEGACY AND LESSONS

OF AN AMERICAN WARRIOR
ong before there was a best-selling book and a
major motion picture, Hal Moore was a name
familiar to those who studied military leadership.
He was the steely-eyed, rock-ribbed young man
who left his hometown of Bardstown, Kentucky,
and went on to graduate from West Point, and

then fight in Korea and Vietnam. By the end of his remarkable
career, Moore achieved the rank of lieutenant general – and
along the way he also became a legend.

Mention Hal Moore on any Army post and the name is

instantly recognized. He is ushered in to see the commanding
general wherever he travels. Young Soldiers and veterans alike
jump at the chance to meet him. He is admired by all who
know his story.

Hal Moore is a force of nature, with a penetrating intellect and
courage to spare. At 82 years old, he is as busy as ever, spending
much of his time discussing leadership and lessons he learned in
the heat of battle. For Moore, the discussions are not an academ-
ic exercise, but a chance to impart information that will save
lives. Perhaps he does this to spare even one family the news that
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They would do anything he asked
and they would follow him into the
mouth of hell because he truly
loved them. And that is leadership.

Col. Hal Moore, 3d Brigade commander, in Vietnam,
December 1965. The chest-high grass in which he
stands – typical of any area not covered by jungle
canopy – made infantry combat particularly danger-
ous. The tent in the background, a “GP Small,” was a
model used by the U.S. Army for many years. 
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their son or daughter will not be coming home from war.
Moore has always believed in the importance of learning more

about human motivation – how one person compels another to
take a command or instruction and apply it to a unique setting,
and in doing so, achieve success even in the most extreme cir-
cumstances. In November 1965, everything Moore had learned
came into play in a heroic battle in the Ia Drang Valley. Later, he
and war correspondent Joseph Galloway recounted the battle
and the searing memories it provoked in a book with the haunt-
ing yet poetic title, We Were Soldiers Once … and Young. The title
captured the totality of the battle that set the stage for the Amer-
ican experience in Vietnam.

hile in high school, Moore dreamed of attending the
United States Military Academy at West Point. At the
age of 17 he decided to leave Kentucky after receiv-
ing less than encouraging replies from a Kentucky

congressman and a United States Senator, both of whom he had
contacted regarding an appointment to the Academy. He head-
ed to Washington, D.C., to take an entry-level job in the United
States Senate Warehouse, the repository for the records of Senate
hearings and other information. Displaying his characteristic
tenacity and determination, Moore was able to get a foot in the
door in Washington. In recalling that time of his life, Moore said,
“My father was of great help because he was responsible,
through some political connections, [for] my obtaining the job.

At the same time I could finish high school, which I did at night
with cab drivers, middle-aged government workers and people
from all walks of life. But mostly [I went to school at night] to
spend any spare time I had knocking on the doors of senators
and congressmen, to see if I could get one of them to assist me
in getting an appointment.”

While still trying to obtain a congressional appointment to
West Point, Moore went on to attend George Washington Uni-
versity for nearly two and a half years. Then, because of the
war, Congress passed a bill in June of 1942 doubling the num-
ber of appointments to West Point and the Naval Academy. In
a complicated trade between congressional districts, Moore
was able to secure an appointment from a Georgia congress-
man. Laughing, Moore said, “I was appointed out of the Sec-
ond Congressional District of Georgia, and I had never
stepped foot in the state.”

The lesson for Moore was clear.“It was simple, yet so impor-
tant,” he explained. “The principle is: Never quit. And more
importantly, in conjunction with those two words is the idea
that there is always one more thing you can do to influence
any situation in your favor. Always one more thing, and after
that, still one more thing. I used that principle on the battle-
field and in every endeavor of my life.”

Moore left Washington to attend West Point and found
the institution to his liking – though the curriculum was
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August 1965. 
Gen. Westmoreland and
Secretary of Defense
Robert McNamara talk
to the commanding gen-
eral of the South Viet-
namese I Corps in
Danang. Westmoreland
sought opportunities
for U.S. troops to
engage the North Viet-
namese in combat. 
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Any Soldier who worries that he will be hit is a 
nuisance. The task and your duty come first.
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very difficult for someone whose skills in mathematics
needed fine-tuning. “But I just worked at it, staying up late
after taps until one or two in the morning. You just have to
want it, and I did very well in English and languages – but
[I] struggled, then eventually succeeded in math.”

hile at West Point, Moore learned lessons that would
serve him later in life. “In addition to reading from
that great library at West Point, I also watched peo-
ple very closely. How they led and commanded

respect. Then I would read about Napoleon and others, and
compare and contrast.” Moore was an astute observer and came
to some early conclusions: “First, never do anything that takes
away the self-respect of a person. … Early on at West Point I had
a squad leader who was really kind of sadistic. He would scream
at us, have us running up and down stairs with a full pack and a
gas mask on, and really for no reason. Then a little later I had
another squad leader who was calm, yet very demanding, fair
and square. The contrast was very apparent and I resolved to be
like the latter individual.”

After graduating from West Point, Moore served in Japan as
part of the occupying force. Later as a first lieutenant and
member of the 82d Airborne Division at Fort Bragg, North
Carolina, Moore volunteered for the airborne test section,
which involved “jump testing” experimental parachutes and
parachutists’ gear. Moore found that he very much liked “any-

thing to do with parachute jumping.” During his first jump,
Moore had what could have been a very serious incident.
Upon leaving the C-46 transport, his chute became entangled
on the horizontal stabilizer and he was dragged behind the
plane for two miles at an altitude of 1,500 feet. It eventually
ripped free and he was able to pull his reserve chute. Moore
remembered the incident as a lesson for the future. “Never
once in that situation did it cross my mind that I would be
killed. I knew I would get out of that situation some way.”

Another, more harrowing incident occurred as Moore was
testing the XB-14 Free Fall Parachute, designed for air force
pilots. His parachute malfunctioned so severely that he was
able to open his reserve chute only a mere five seconds from
impact – yet he landed standing and uninjured. Moore, who
had watched films of a similar malfunction that killed a fellow
test jumper, believed that preparation was the key to his sur-
vival. “I had prepared myself for such an occurrence. And when
it happened to me, I knew exactly what I needed to do to sur-
vive.” Moore is a veteran of over 300 parachute jumps, of which
135 were done with experimental gear. He remembers that time
in his life as fun and filled with adventure. “I jumped out of all
kinds of planes, including the bomb bay of a B-29 and from a
helicopter, as well.”

In 1949 Moore married Julie Compton, the daughter of an
Army colonel. By 1952, he was deployed to Korea to the 17th

The essence of loyalty is to disagree when need be.

Capt. Hal Moore poses
in front of a sand-
bagged bunker in Febru-
ary 1953. At the time,
he commanded K Com-
pany, 17th Infantry
Regiment. His experi-
ence leading a rifle
company under the
harsh Korean condi-
tions proved invaluable
at LZ X-Ray a dozen
years later. In Korea,
Moore learned how to
fight and win against a
formidable foe. Im
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Infantry Regiment, 7th Infantry Division. During this 14-
month tour, Moore served in various duty positions. He com-
manded a heavy mortar company and a rifle company, and he
was a regimental operations officer and assistant division staff
officer. In Korea, Moore learned important lessons he would
later use, as well as teach to others. “I first learned in Korea
how important fire support was and how if one wanted it to
be effective one needed to call it in to within 25 or 30 yards
from the front lines, at the most. It had to be there or the ene-
my would get inside of us. I also learned that we were going to
get some of our men wounded and killed in the process, but
in the end much more harm will come to the enemy.”

nother lesson for Moore was the randomness of
war and the continuing need to concentrate on
the mission at hand. “Both of those things go
together,” remarked Moore. “I can recall in

Korea, the first battle I was in, it was night and I was in a
trench looking down at the ground for some reason. At that
exact moment, a mortar shell exploded 10 feet from me. A
huge chunk of the explosive struck me in the helmet and I
was unstable for a time. Had I not been looking down, it
would have gone right into my jaw. I learned it’s a crap-
shoot. The associated lesson was that an officer, or any Sol-
dier for that matter, who worries that he will be hit is a nui-
sance. The task and your duty come first.”

While in Korea, Moore faced the Chinese and fought at the
battles of Pork Chop Hill, Old Baldy, Alligator Jaws and
Charley Outpost. “This was what was called stabilized line
warfare,” said Moore. “The peace talks were going on, but
every so often the Chinese would attack one of the outposts
and we would fight for several days.” At Pork Chop Hill,
Moore had a second close call when a Chinese mortar explod-
ed on a wall above him and he was thrown in a somersault.
Though uninjured, the irony was not lost on him. “Had the
shell exploded six feet lower, they would have taken me away
in pieces. It’s kismet,” he mused.

Moore kept busy in the years between Korea and Vietnam.
He taught infantry tactics at West Point; attended the Army
Command and General Staff College; worked in the Pentagon
on the concept of air mobility and air assault; attended the
Armed Forces Staff College; served three years in the Northern
Headquarters of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO), in Oslo, Norway; and attended the Naval War Col-
lege, graduating in June 1964.

While a student at the Naval War College, fate again played
a vital role in what would be a climactic experience in Moore’s
life. “In the military you meet many people. And, it so hap-
pened that when I was in the airborne test section working
with the experimental parachute gear, my boss for a few
months was a lieutenant colonel named Harry Kinnard. Years
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Col. Hal Moore (middle),
commander of the 3d
Brigade, 1st Cavalry
Division, in January
1966. Moore’s decisive
and successful leader-
ship earned him a pro-
motion to brigade com-
mand after the fight at
Ia Drang. The fragmen-
tary and smoke
grenades, M-16 rifle,
and “steel pot” helmet
he wears were stan-
dard-issue gear during
the Vietnam era and for
many years afterward. 

Lt. Col. Hal Moore (left) and
Sgt. Maj. Basil Plumley (right)
at the 1st Cavalry base camp
in Vietnam, October 1965.
The importance of highly
trained noncommissioned
officers during the war in
Vietnam cannot be overstat-
ed. The leadership, counsel
and personal example provid-
ed by NCOs were decisive
components to American bat-
tlefield success. Officers like
Moore depended on their sen-
ior NCOs to train their units in
basic field craft and small
unit tasks to keep the Sol-
diers ready for combat. 

Ia Drang was no Little Bighorn, and Hal Moore 
was no Custer.
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later, I am attending the Naval War College when I read
about this new outfit that was being formed at Fort Ben-
ning, Georgia, called the 11th Air Assault Division, com-
manded by now-Brigadier General Harry Kinnard. So I
wrote him a letter asking to be assigned to his division as a
battalion commander. Interestingly, I never heard back from
him, and just before we were to graduate from the Naval
War College I was given my new assignment, which was
back in the Pentagon. Before I could report, however, I was
informed that I would not be going to the Pentagon after all,
but that I had received a by-name request from General
Kinnard and would be joining his division – and yes, as a
battalion commander. He had remembered me from years
before, and it reinforced my belief that relationships formed
throughout your career are very important.”

At Fort Benning, the division worked to fine-tune air
assaults and air mobility, including deep penetration missions
into the rear of the enemy and the use of tactical envelop-
ments. After 14 months of intensive training, the combat force
was ready for deployment. In July of 1965, the 11th Air Assault
Division became the 1st Cavalry Division (Airmobile), and by
mid-September they were in Vietnam.

As the 43-year-old Moore prepared the 1st Battalion of the
7th Cavalry Regiment, he often reflected on the many lessons
he had learned in more than two decades of service to his

country. One vital lesson for Moore: “[T]he importance of
having good people around you. I learned early that I always
had to have one or two people, at least, under me who [were]
totally trustworthy. I wanted them to give me good advice and
to not be afraid to say, ‘Hey, Boss, I don’t think you ought to
do this and here is why.’ The essence of loyalty is to disagree
when need be. That’s why when one is in the thick of battle, a
fellow like Sergeant Major Plumley, a man with extensive
combat experience, or a Captain Matt Dillon, and indeed,
many others, were so valuable.” Moore points to the absolute-
ly critical role of the noncommissioned officers (NCOs) on
the battlefield and to the management of an army. “Without
these great individuals, I hate to think of how we might have
fared in battles over the years. They are the backbone of the
Army and can’t be recognized enough.”

n each of the major wars fought by the United
States, there has always been one battle consid-
ered to be seminal. In the case of Vietnam, most
agree it was the fight in the Ia Drang Valley – the

official launch of the Vietnam War. The accounts of bravery
rival any in history.

The battle took place just six miles from the Cambodian
border in South Vietnam’s Central Highlands. Though the sit-
uation began as an air assault with the purpose of locating and
engaging troops of the North Vietnamese army (NVA) report-

H A L G .  M O O R E

Training and dogged determination, tenacity and
willpower can turn the tide of a battle.

November 16, 1965. 
Lt. Col. Hal Moore uncovers
a dead PAVN soldier during
a sweep of the east side of
LZ X-Ray. Notice that
Moore’s bayonet is fixed on
his M-16 rifle. This is
indicative of the ferocious
fighting they encountered.
While bayonet fighting was
rare, hand-to-hand encoun-
ters did occur in the dense
vegetation of Vietnam. 
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ed to be in the area of the Ia Drang Val-
ley, it soon developed into a pitched
battle at a spot Moore had designated
“Landing Zone X-Ray” (LZ X-Ray). For
three days and two nights of vicious
attacks, counterattacks and heroic acts
too numerous to count, victory hung in
the balance. When the fighting ceased,
it was discovered that the Americans
had been vastly outnumbered, and yet
they won the battle, fighting with such
ferocity that their story would become
part of military history.

Had the battle gone in favor of the
NVA, history undoubtedly would have
been written about a commander of
the 7th Cavalry who had walked in
George Armstrong Custer’s footsteps –
revisiting the loss of life at the Little Bighorn, where Custer led
his 7th Cavalry troops into battle with disastrous conse-
quences. But the Ia Drang was no Little Bighorn, and Hal
Moore was no Custer. Though his troopers joked and called
him “Yellow Hair” (Custer’s nickname), this lieutenant colonel
was convinced – even at the most desperate moments – that he
would prevail in the end.

Moore recognized the importance of
the battle of Ia Drang – he had spent his
lifetime training for a confrontation
such as this. “When we were moving
into place, I was on the first helicopter
that landed. Alongside was Sergeant
Major Plumley, a radio operator, and a
Vietnamese interpreter. I always believed
it was important to be on the ground
where the troops could see me and
where it was clear I was sharing the dan-
gers. There may have been only about
150 of us on the ground when we were
attacked so savagely and so aggressively
by 500 to 700 enemy soldiers. I knew
right then and there that we were in for
a hell of a fight, which would not only go
down to the wire but that would result

in major decisions being made in Hanoi, Saigon and Washing-
ton as a result of the battle.”

Eventually, Moore, 28 officers and 429 troopers would
square off against a North Vietnamese force estimated by
some to be nearly 3,000 well-armed and highly motivated sol-
diers – all of them just itching for a confrontation with the
American Army. The ensuing battle was chronicled in extraor-

September 12, 1965. A Huey door gunner of the
179th Aviation Company shown in action. The
airmobile techniques practiced by the men of
the 7th Cavalry were an innovative approach to
the rugged conditions of Vietnam. 
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Col. Hal Moore is
shown with troops of
the 3d Brigade in Jan-
uary 1966. The U.S.
Army’s officer corps
was a highly profes-
sional, competent
body throughout the
Vietnam era, and their
tactical expertise was
unparalleled. Officers
who emerged from
Vietnam were the
ones who recon-
structed the Army
during the 1970s. 
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I have always had the precept that if you think you
might lose, you have already lost.
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dinary detail in the New York Times best-selling book, We Were
Soldiers Once … and Young, written by Moore and Galloway
and published in 1992. The book was later made into a movie,
which was released in 2002 and starred Mel Gibson as Hal
Moore. We Were Soldiers cinematically recreates that fateful
battle of November 1965.

“There are many lessons to be learned in reading the book
or seeing the movie,” said Moore. “One important lesson is
that training and dogged determination, tenacity and
willpower can turn the tide of a battle. In the battle, a cou-
ple of times it was really, really close, but never once did it
cross my mind that we would go down. I have always had
the precept that if you think you might lose, you have
already lost, in whatever enterprise you are involved in. I
just knew we would prevail.”

Moore has spent the years since the battle analyzing the
events leading up to the engagement and the conduct of the
fight on both sides. He has reflected on the loss of life, as
well. The lessons he has learned he now teaches to others –
whenever and wherever he gets a chance. For example, while
visiting Lieutenant General Nguyen Huu An in Vietnam after
the war (An was a senior lieutenant colonel at the time of the
war), Moore learned the North Vietnamese perspective.
Their intent was to lure the Americans into battle. “Our mis-
sion was to go out, find and destroy the enemy,” said Moore.

“We had good intelligence at the time that led us to the Ia
Drang Valley. But, An said the North Vietnamese senior mil-
itary leadership, in turn, wanted to see how [Americans]
fought with helicopters and high-tech equipment. In the
process of that battle, [the NVA] lost a considerable number
of troops killed, perhaps as high as 2,000 dead, but they fig-
ured that it was worth it because they learned how to fight
us. In any case, they believed they didn’t lose, or at least they
thought it was a draw.”

n other post-war discussions, Moore spent time
with the legendary Vietnamese commander, Gen-
eral Vo Nguyen Giap. In 1990, Giap told Moore
that if the Pentagon had studied the battle of Dien

Bien Phu then America would not have gone to Vietnam. “It
was not until I went to Dien Bien Phu myself that I fully
understood what he meant. Number one, the garrison at Dien
Bien Phu was 150 miles west of Hanoi, and the French were
totally dependent on air support and logistics from Hanoi. In
our case, we were totally dependent on supplies coming from
across the Pacific Ocean. Secondly, the North Vietnamese
engaged their whole population to supply their soldiers fight-
ing the French. We saw similar efforts against us on the Ho Chi
Minh Trail. Giap pointed out other similarities, as well. It
made you think about history and the lessons one can learn
from studying other times and places for clues as to how to

H A L G .  M O O R E

In the end, training was the factor that turned the tide.

January 27, 1966. 
A fire team from
C/2/7th Cavalry
assaults an ene-
my position near
Bong Son. There
were no safe
areas in Vietnam.
Either the enemy
could approach
close under the
cover of the jun-
gle, or U.S.
infantry were
exposed as they
moved across the
rice paddies. 
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M
otion pictures with a military theme have been a
staple of Hollywood since the inception of the
industry. Mostly patriotic in the years before the
Vietnam War, the movie-going public was treated to
the likes of John Wayne, Gary Cooper and a host of
others leading the charge to victory.

Things changed dramatically in the years following the American
involvement in Vietnam. Motion pictures took a decidedly anti-war –
even anti-American – turn, often depicting Soldiers as leaderless, irra-
tional, drug-crazed and fighting an unwinnable war with predictable
results. Think Apocalypse Now (1979), Platoon (1986), and Full Metal
Jacket (1987) to name just a few of the movies that even today remain
hotly debated among veterans of the Vietnam experience.

Through the years, as the Vietnam War was dissected in books, on tele-
vision and in the movies, stories emerged that showed a much different
Vietnam veteran than the ones who served in the anti-war films. This vet-
eran was doing his duty, often under very harsh circumstances, yet fought
with distinction and courage. This was also true of the warriors honored in
the book, We Were Soldiers Once ... and Young. The book was authored by
retired Lieutenant General Hal G. Moore and Joseph L. Galloway, a war cor-
respondent who went into battle with Moore’s troops and soon traded his
camera for a gun as the battle grew more desperate. 

The book tells of the heroism of American Soldiers in a titanic strug-
gle for survival against a numerically superior foe. It describes in detail
how then-Lieutenant Colonel Hal G. Moore led 460 officers and troopers
of the 1st Battalion, 7th Cavalry, 1st Cavalry Division (Airmobile) into
battle at Landing Zone X-Ray in the Ia Drang Valley of Vietnam in Novem-
ber 1965. The battle would prove to be the seminal engagement of the
American war in Vietnam, and the first sizeable battle between North
Vietnamese regulars and American Soldiers.

Hal Moore said of the purpose of the book and his collaboration with
Joseph Galloway: “[To] honor the troopers who fought so bravely and
well. It had been a hell of a story and we resolved to put them in the his-
tory books. It was the least we could do for those brave guys. That it was
made into a major motion picture is another fitting honor.”

How the 2002 film We Were Soldiers came to fruition is as much a tes-
tament to the tenacity of Hollywood as that of Moore and Galloway. In
the years after its release, Moore and Galloway entertained numerous
offers to turn the book into a film, but ultimately rejected each offer.
“We were so often disturbed or disappointed by how our story and that
of the fallen heroes of that battle would be portrayed, that we almost
gave up hope that it would ever be done and done right,” said Moore.
Everything changed, however, when writer-director Randall Wallace,

who penned the screenplay for Braveheart (also starring Mel Gibson)
and for Pearl Harbor, called and finally convinced Moore and Galloway
that he would properly depict and honor both the Soldiers and the bat-
tle of the Ia Drang Valley.

Wallace then convinced actor Mel Gibson to play Hal Moore in the movie.
“Randall Wallace sent me an early draft of an adaptation of the book that
Hal and Joe wrote,” said Gibson. “I read that first and was moved by the
intensity of the battle. It was three days of sheer hell. Oddly enough, I had
watched a documentary of the battle not long before and I put it all togeth-
er. The book, too, is one of the great documents of warfare and leadership.
It is so well done. It has an emotional and human foundation that I found
so well-rounded. You sometimes read very cold accounts of battles, but
this had all the human dimensions.”

Wallace also reached out to the veteran actor Sam Elliot, whom he
wanted to play the role of Sergeant Major Basil Plumley. Plumley is,
according to Moore, “a national treasure,” well-known in military circles
as having fought heroically through three wars. Plumley is but one of
only a few Soldiers to have lived through all four combat parachute
jumps made by the 82d Airborne Division in World War II. He also jumped
with the 187th Airborne during the Korean Conflict and fought side by
side with Moore during the Vietnam War.

Elliot, who has played numerous historical characters, including
Brigadier General John Buford in Gettysburg, Virgil Earp in Tombstone, and
the western lawman Bill Tilghman, said reading the book and playing Plum-
ley was a powerful experience. “First, the book was the most intense I have
ever read. I was affected viscerally, psychologically, on every level with
the story. It takes you into the battle and it is relentless. And then, the
opportunity to play the Sergeant Major was an honor. He is famous among
the ranks, as he should be, and I found him to be direct and warm. He also
commands respect, not by his own calling, but because of who and what
he is. He deserves unbridled respect.”

Meeting and playing Plumley gave Elliot much to think about. “I have
been in the business for 35 years and so I have played many parts, but
when I looked at the Sergeant Major, I was a little – and this is hard to
explain – but a little apologetic for what I do for a living. I mean I am an
actor saying other people’s words. It’s a worthwhile endeavor and
something I have wanted to do since I was nine years old, but to meet
and play the Sergeant Major, given all he has seen and done, was really
something special.”

Hal Moore said that Gibson, Elliot, and the cast in its entirety
respected the story immensely. As for Gibson, Moore said, “He and I hit
it off. On one level we have much the same type of personality. I was a
perfectionist in my profession and he is a perfectionist in his profes-

How Hollywood Got it Right
Interviews by Brian M. Sobel
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sion. During the filming of the movie he would often ask me questions
about a situation before he would act in a scene. That kind of attention
to detail helped make the film an outstanding one.”

G
ibson, in turn, said of Moore: “He is just the nicest guy and gra-
cious. But make no mistake, if you poked him in the wrong
spot he would be all over you like a rash. Affectionately, I call
him a ‘Bad Ass’ and I wouldn’t want to rile his feathers, put it

that way. But to truly understand him, talk to the men he commanded. I
spoke with many of his guys, and as a person they look at him as a
hero, but he was also like their father and they were like his sons – like
his own flesh and blood. They would do anything he asked and they
would follow him into the mouth of hell because they knew he truly
loved them. And that is leadership. He has been given the ultimate test.
He stared death in the face and he doesn’t have to prove another thing.”

In Moore, Gibson also sees a man of wisdom and eloquence. “We went
for a walk one day, and he is not presumptuous about filmmaking, but he
took me on a journey around the gravestones of his brothers and sons in
battle who had fallen. He told me about each one. How they were under his
command and good Soldiers and fine men. And without having to say any-
thing directly, there was a message for me. It was clear that the story was
sacred and deep. And if I was going to do this, I had to honor those men. I
think the film did that, and among
others, Randall Wallace gets great
credit for making it all happen. Ran-
dall got the core of the story. He
wrote a great script and did a great
job directing it.”

Elliot concurs with Gibson con-
cerning Hal Moore: “I have never
met a man like him. He is so inspi-
rational. He doesn’t waste words
and when he says something he
means it. It’s like Sergeant Major
Plumley. My concern, certainly,
was doing a good job in the role.
But mainly, not to mess it up or let
it get away from me. It was just too
damn important.”

On balance, Moore and the others who were there believe We Were
Soldiers accurately captured the battle, albeit with a touch of Holly-
wood thrown into the mix. “Of course, some of the events in the movie
did not happen, or happened a little different than depicted,” said
Moore. “Occasionally, when I would object to something Randall Wal-
lace would remind me, ‘Look, Hal, this isn’t the History Channel.’ I
accepted that because it didn’t change the film or the intent. And that’s
what’s important.”

Moore particularly credits the movie with honoring the Vietnam vet-
erans and their service. Along with the general recognition and respect

that accrues to the veterans of the battle – our Soldiers and those on
the other side of the fight, as well – Moore points out that in the Ia
Drang, small unit battles were a piece of the story appropriately cap-
tured by the film. “For example, I think the part about Sergeant Ernie
Savage was done very well,” Moore said. 

Savage was a member of the so-called “Lost Platoon” that was cut off
from the main force during the first night and beat back three attacks
from the North Vietnamese. The platoon lieutenant was killed, and then
two sergeants were mortally wounded, leaving Savage in charge. He
fought courageously and inspired the filmmakers with his story. Said
Gibson, “He was thrown into a situation where he was called on to do
something extraordinary and he rose to the challenge.” 

Ernie Savage said of the movie: “[It] brought a lot of stuff back; I
don’t think anybody who dealt with that situation slept well after
seeing the film.”

In addition to remaining faithful to the story, Moore, Galloway and the
others are grateful for the sizable donation made by the production com-
pany to the Ia Drang Scholarship Fund, which offers funds to eligible appli-
cants for school-related expenses. Since the release of the picture, Ran-
dall Wallace, Mel Gibson, Sam Elliot and other cast members have
remained in touch with the veterans of the Ia Drang. Participants of the

battle, as well as some cast mem-
bers including Madeleine Stowe
(who played Hal Moore’s wife, Julie),
appear at various events speaking
on behalf of the veterans of the bat-
tle and Vietnam.

The close association between
the actors and participants, even
more than two years after the
release of the movie, surprises no
one close to the project. Said Gib-
son, “The veterans of this battle,
Hal and the rest, when you meet
them you know immediately that
they are extraordinary. I think we
will all be fortunate to see one
another every so often and be

reminded of those who survived and those heroes who did not.”
The Prologue of We Were Soldiers Once ... and Young states: “Holly-

wood got it wrong every damned time, whetting political knives on
the bones of our dead brothers.” This powerful sentiment regarding
Hollywood’s attitude toward the Vietnam experience generally rings
true in the hearts of the veterans of that war. If We Were Soldiers
helps correct the belief expressed in the book’s prologue, then the
producers and cast – and most importantly Hal Moore and his troop-
ers – have succeeded in their mission.

This time, Hollywood got it right.

Joe Galloway (portrayed by Barry Pepper in the movie We Were Sol-
diers) and Hal Moore (portrayed by Mel Gibson) crouch near the
battalion command post established at the termite mound.
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approach a contemporary situation.”
Regardless of the perspectives offered after the battle of the

Ia Drang Valley, the three days and two nights at LZ X-Ray, fol-
lowed by a battle at another landing zone called LZ Albany,
sent shockwaves around the world just as Moore believed it
would. However, for the average Soldier or officer the battle
was one of survival, and one that witnessed great leadership by
Moore and others. Innovation was also the order of the day –
but it was innovation based on years of training. Moore cites
a perfect example: “I have always said that, when nothing is
going wrong, there’s nothing wrong – except, there’s nothing
wrong. That is when a leader needs to be most alert. On the
second morning at X-Ray at the breaking of daylight there was
dead silence, no birds singing, nothing, just silence. At that
point I ordered all of my companies to send out recon patrols
and sure enough they discovered the enemy advancing
towards us. We were able to quickly call down artillery. They
attacked that morning with two reinforced battalions. We lost
many men killed and wounded that day, but it would have
been much more had we not reacted quickly and correctly.”

Many battlefield techniques were used at LZ X-Ray: small
recon patrols; reconnaissance in force operations; the so-
called “mad minute” (a tactic attributed to Hal Moore where
everyone would fire at once in an attempt to flesh out the ene-
my); and others. Some were used for the first time in combat

or customized for the terrain and circumstances of the Ia
Drang Valley.

In the end, training was the factor that turned the tide in
many of the small unit actions of the engagement. Ernie
Savage (who was a sergeant at the time and a member of
the “Lost Platoon” of Ia Drang fame) said, “The key ingre-
dients of leadership are training and experience. Training
means you are told how to do it and experience is when you
are given the opportunity to prove you can do it. Battlefield
leadership comes right down to when the bullets start fly-
ing can you revert directly back to your training. If you can,
you will be successful. As for Hal Moore, I can simply say
that he was a very good leader. He had personal, moral and
spiritual courage.”

oore, in turn, said of Savage, “He was one hell of a
battlefield leader. He was thrust into command,
totally surrounded, and fought brilliantly. I put
him in for a Distinguished Service Cross and he

got it and deserved it. Guys like Savage, Plumley and so many
others made the difference.”

Moore continued to learn from and digest all that had
occurred during the battle of the Ia Drang Valley. The day after
the fight at LZ X-Ray, a ferocious battle broke out at nearby LZ
Albany between the NVA and American troops from the 2d
Battalion of the 7th Cavalry and the 2d Battalion of the 5th

January 25, 1966. 
Soldiers from 2/7th 
Cavalry pause to 
orient their map
near Bong Son. 
The 7th Cavalry built
a distinguished rep-
utation of battlefield
success in Vietnam. 
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Cavalry. Many Americans were killed in the mêlée. Years later
as Moore was speaking with General An, An surprised Moore
by saying that “he had killed Moore’s battalion” when he
ambushed the 2d Battalion of the 7th Cavalry in Albany. “He
told me that I had put up a good fight for the first three days,”
said Moore, “but that he had killed all the rest of us on the
fourth day. I looked at him and said it was not my battalion he
had engaged at Albany. He sat astonished as I explained that
we had performed a classic withdrawal utilizing fire support,
and through the smoke, just disappeared.”

By the end of the battle of the Ia Drang Valley, Moore’s 1st
Battalion, 7th Cavalry suffered 79 dead, 121 wounded. Com-
bined with the fighting at LZ Albany, total American losses
over the four-day period were 234 dead, 246 wounded. The
loss of life and the wounded men haunt Hal Moore as much
today as they did 39 years ago when the battle raged. Often he
visits the graves of his troopers and takes visitors with him to
the cemetery. He tells them what wonderful husbands, fathers
and sons his men were, and like all good commanders, he
wonders if there was anything more he could have done to
save their lives.

After Vietnam, Moore went on to other assignments and
eventually retired after a 32-year military career that saw him
achieve the rank of lieutenant general. Along the way, he raised
five children. During his career Moore earned, among other

awards, two Combat Infantryman Badges, the Purple Heart
and the Distinguished Service Cross. He also received six
accelerated promotions. But it was a promise he made to his
troopers of which he is most proud. He promised them that he
would never leave even a single Soldier on the battlefield, no
matter the cost. He would not leave until he had brought
everyone out. It was a promise made and a promise kept. In
two wars Hal Moore never lost a man – either as a prisoner of
war or as missing in action. Everyone came home.

fter a successful post-military career in the private
sector, Moore decided to concentrate all his efforts
in telling the story of the Ia Drang Valley battle.
After embarking on this full time, including 10

years of research and hundreds of interviews, Moore and Gal-
loway wrote their book with the sole purpose of honoring the
men – on each side – who fought in the battle. That the book
and movie have been successful is, according to Moore, a fit-
ting tribute to his troopers, both living and dead. It is, and has
always been, the Soldier that Moore loves and defends.

As Moore will say to anyone who asks: “Hate the war, love
the American warrior.” O

Brian Sobel is the president of Sobel Communications. He is
a frequent contributor to magazines, an on-air political and mil-
itary analyst for several radio and television stations, and author
of the book “The Fighting Pattons.”

H A L G .  M O O R E

Moore sits in front of
the “termite hill”
(also referred to as
the “ant hill”) at LZ
X-Ray during a visit
in 1997. This loca-
tion, now completely
overgrown by brush,
is where Moore set
up his command
post during the bat-
tle 32 years earlier.
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Moore achieved the rank of lieutenant general – and
along the way he also became a legend.
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